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Abstract—We have designed a technology for creation of the space systems’ onboard equipment simulation problem-oriented infrastructure, based on the Simulation Model Portability standard. The simulation infrastructure is a software environment allowing to create, integrate and use simulation models of different purpose including those of different manufacturers’. The infrastructure includes software components, specifications, simulation models and the results of tests, as well as the knowledge bases consolidating knowledge and experience of the experts in space systems’ onboard equipment creation. Our product will help to increase the quality and validity of designer solutions at different stages of the space equipment production lifecycle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unification of space equipment production requires unified approaches to the software tools supporting its production lifecycles. The European Cooperation for Space Standardization has developed a number of standards recommending computer modeling technology for support of all the stages of space projects’ realization. [1]. There are simulation models created for different design and production tasks, that provide the necessary characteristics and properties of the space systems. In order to provide construction and usage of complex multi-component simulation models describing the specifics of function of software-hardware systems, it is necessary to increase integrability of the models in complex solutions. In this regard, a topical direction of research is creation of the libraries of reusable models and of their shared use technologies, independently from the software tools applied for their building. [2]. The main principles providing integrability of different manufacturers’ models are set by the international Simulation Model Portability (SMP) standard [3, 4]. The standard determines universal approaches to organization of the simulation systems for simulation models building and their transferability in the modeling environments and operation systems.

In this article we present the product of our research in creation of an original technology for building of a space systems’ onboard equipment simulation problem-oriented infrastructure, based on the Simulation Model Portability standard. The technology adds the standard’s architectural and functional requirements to software with the original methods of information-graphical and intellectual modeling [5, 6]. The standard sets the general principles of model interface description and regulates functionality of the software modules constituting the core of the modeling infrastructure. However, it doesn’t solve a number of problems concerning construction, modeling, integration and interaction of the models, and they are solved by software designers individually. Presently, there is a number of simulation infrastructure designs. The biggest and most significant ones are: SimTG – Astrium Satellites [7], SimSAT – European Space Agency [8], the European mission control center simulator SWARMSIM [9]. Each of the projects is based on the standard, but has different technological approaches in simulation and experiment conduction. The introduced functional additions are aimed at optimal task solution, determined by the purposes of the infrastructure building. We suggest technological and software approaches that allow not only to provide usage of models in different projects and in different programs, but also to consider the specifics of the task under solution. Information-graphical modeling allows to set the system’s structure in a graphical form, visualize model’s behavior during simulation and the events appearing in it related to the onboard systems’ interaction: command transmission, telemetry generation and analysis. The intellectual modeling method allows in an interactive mode to create model rules describing the onboard systems’ interaction logics in terms of the subject area. The ability to set the function logics in form of rules allows the constructor to easily build and then modify a simulation model without using programming skills. The technology of simulation infrastructure construction that integrates information-graphical, intellectual and simulation methods and meets the requirements SMP, is an original and promising one for such task solution.

II. THE TASKS OF THE ONBOARD EQUIPMENT SIMULATION INFRASTRUCTURE

The functions of our simulation infrastructure are determined by the basic tasks of the space systems’ onboard equipment design. The software tasks include support of the design and analysis of the designer solutions at different stages of production lifecycle. These tasks can be technologically presented in actions for which the software can be applied (Figure 1).
A complex model design is performed on the basis of the analysis of the purpose and tasks that need be solved by this simulation model. The structure of the modeled onboard system is built, and its subsystems and their functional dependencies are defined. An onboard equipment designer must be able to build space systems’ functional models using the existing models of different manufacturers or creating his own ones in a special environment not requiring additional programming skills from him. The infrastructure provides a rule editor allowing to create model’s elements’ functions and the logics of their interaction in an interactive mode. This functions will let a specialist to easily build and then modify a simulation model without programming. The rules are clear, thus letting a constructor understand the models, both his own and the ones created by the other specialists, and to see the modeled system in whole. The examples of the space equipment intellectual modeling methods are described in literature [10], but such research does not satisfy the principles of transferability provided by the SMP standard, and they cannot be used in simulation infrastructures. We have developed our own technology of simulation models’ integration, including those built on the no-rule basis, and those created in accordance with the SMP standard. The technology allows to build complex models of big systems by uniting the models on the basis of the rules and the SMP models in a one complex model with support their modification. Different realizations of the models are transformed into a unified form by means of the information-graphical modeling tools, and this allows to use the same approaches and software tools for simulation tests preparation and execution, as well as for visualization and analysis of the results of the modeling.

III. SIMULATION MODELING INFRASTRUCTURE REALIZATION

At the moment the simulation infrastructure is under realization. We are developing the simulation core, graphical modeling tools, editors of models, rules and scenarios. The simulation modeling core includes the mechanisms defined by the SMP standard: Time Keeper, Scheduler, Logger, Event Manager Link Registry, Resolver. The infrastructure includes a subsystem of integration that makes automated interpretation of the models, adding it the graphical structures and mechanisms necessary for the joint work of the models. The modeling core initiates execution of the SMP models and carry out logical inference on the basis of the rules. It allows to manage the speed and the process of the simulation experiment. Its functions include gathering of information about the model’s performance during simulation tests, control of the order of messaging between the model’s elements and change of the model’s condition. The modeling core contains the functions of visualization and saving of the results of modeling, allow to further retrospective analysis of the simulation results. Each of the software subsystems is a special tool providing advanced features for task solution.

High level of the problem orientation in the simulation infrastructure is provided due to model design graphical tools and the rule editor. An example of model element’s graphical presentation and knowledge base is given in Figure 2.

The program windows with the model parameters are shown in Figure 3. The tools allow a designer to use familiar semantic constructions to build onboard equipment models of work. The methods are set in form of condition-action rules. Our special tools for knowledge base creation allow to describe different variants of the modeled objects’ behavior. These tools were tested earlier, they were used to build function models of spacecraft command-and-measuring system’s onboard equipment [11]. Their implementation in the simulation infrastructure will extend the abilities to build models and provide their transferability and integrability in complex solutions.
Figure 4 (at the end of the article) shows the view of the main window of the infrastructure’s for the simulation of spacecraft onboard equipment functions. The navigation tools for the models, scenarios and the results of modeling allow to easily choose, perform and view the ready model solutions. The linkage of the models, scenarios and the results supported by the software, is an end-to-end technology of modeling and analysis of the spacecraft onboard equipment functions.

IV. CONCLUSION

The technology for build of problem-oriented simulation infrastructure, based on the Simulation Model Portability standard, and it realization allow to build different models of space systems’ onboard equipment. Our software includes all the necessary components for simulation models’ integrability and transferability support. The software subsystems’ structure is added with the original tools of graphic and intellectual modeling that provide creation, conservation and replication of the onboard equipment constructors’ unique experience. Usage of the modeling tools will allow to increase the quality and propriety of designer solutions at different stages of space equipment production lifecycle.

Creation of centralized banks of models and modeling scenarios will provide knowledge exchange of specialists of different departments and areas of the instrument making industry, involved in the space systems design.
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FIGURE IV. THE MAIN WINDOW OF THE OF INFRASTRUCTURE’S FOR THE SIMULATION OF SPACECRAFT ONBOARD EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONS